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Model Characterization. This rust example of a

'me/a~monad()logical

'''historical dialec/kar" model

describes, using the medium of the NQ dialectical-ideographic language, a ':relf-«aujheben}}' temporal or
historical self-progression, one which exhibits the 'Qualo~Peanic" 'me/a-fractaf, 'me/a-«monad))-ic' 'archeonic
consecuum' process / structure of 'continual emergence', a'i captured by expressions of the Seldon-Function
2'

fonn [ a ] . in that Seldon Function, a denotes the originating, or «arc/Ie)}, human-social socio-ontological
category of this self-induced, self-driven historical-chronological progression. The value of the epoch-variable,
denoted by"t', escalates from 0 to O's consecutive higher [, positive,] Whole number 'Peanic' successors.

-

The specific Seldon Function which expresses this model constinnes a 'dialectical moder which is also ran
aspect of] the [his-and.her-1!fory ofTerran humanity itself, to-date.
The most fundamental thing to notice about that accumulated '''psycho-historical material'" on the history of
hwnan-social forms that fonns the evidentiary basis of this model, is that this material reflects, not at all a
'socio-onto-s/asis', but, on the contrary, a •socio-onto-dynamasis' .
That is, that '"psycho-historical''' evidentiary material is characterized by a repeated, continued emergence of
unprecedented social forms; by a recurring Transcendence ofthe precedented in terms of social forms ontology.
That [psycho-]history evinces, not a serial approximation of 8 single, statical, "Platonic" human social form,
but a process of social formation, in which new, previously !!!!!!-extant., previously !!Q!!-existent, and
previously !!R!!-present Ktpecie.t» and «gene» of socio.lformationt continually emergc as the 'self-«aujheben»'
self-negations, or 'meta·«nlonad)}-ic', conservative, 'meta-finite' self-transeendences, of previously extant,
previously existent, and previously present social formations.
2'

Thus, the Seldon~Function model, of the form [a ] ,for'" human[-social] naturc"', is, in this case, a model
of the continual emergence of new human-social ontology; a model of a process of 'socio-onto-dynamasis'.
'lbe [ bJ
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model of the historical dialectic of human-social fonnation, described in what follows in this Part,

in that it uses the Kg dialectical ideography as its modeling language, is pretty much the most abstract, most
simple, least complex, least concrete, version of this model of human history, that is availablc within the
F .E.D. self~progression of dialectical-ideographic I dialectical-ideogramic ["mathematical"] languages.

[.el
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That is, the
model, as a generic I nomothetic model of human[oid] history, leaves out a lot of 'Hlocal
color"'; leaves out a lot of idiosyncratic detail; leaves out I abstracts from most uf the "'id!ography''', of
specifically Terran humanloidl history, because the expression of such detail is beyond the unified expressive
capability or the initial dialectical-ideographic language, denoted by NQ.
'Explicitization' of more of this concreteness of detail, of this greater '"detenninateness''' [cf. Hegel], in a
model of the human historical dialectic, especially for an "encyclopedic" treatment, requires recourse to the
2~

later languages generated in F.E.D.'s [ N]
beyond the scope of this present text.

self-progression of dialectical-mathematical languages, and is
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Charactcri7..ation of the Phenomena and of the Phenomenology to be Modeled. This example is one of a
'phvs-ical dialectic', or '<<Jl!!J?!is» dialectic' [although the Ancient mind might have called it "'the lhis1!·tory of
the «anti-physis»'"] - is, indeed, one of an aspect of 'The Dialectic ofNature' within its 'human-social' epoch.
It is an &-pect of 'The Dialectic of Human Nature'; of the "'Historical Dialectic'" of the Human IlS!!1. of
Nature. It is the 'dialectic of human-social fonnation(s)', in terms of the «monads» of the «arithmol» of human
settlement! governance structures.
We view lhese successive "'social formations'" lcf. Marx], as 'archaeological! meta-geomorphological
sedimentary layerings', and as 'meta-geological formations' of the Earth's surface - 'human-~[e-]al',
'megalithic meta-encrustations ofthe Earth's crust'.
The "'dynamics'" of the' "evolution'" of thesc multiple, successive human social formatioT/!! "'dynamicalsystems"', and the 'meta-dynamics' of the 'meta-evolution' of the single. still-continuing 'meta-dynam.ical metasystem' of human social formatioTl.! which, together, in their totality, these formatioIl!. constitute, is an
«aUlokinesID), and is also an «Qut(H}nt~dynamasis» at the level of 'human-.social ontology'.
These systems' systcJT1!-progression, or 'diachronic meta-system'. is a 'st!lf~allf1rebeJl)) self-progression'. one
exhibiting a 'Qualo-Peanic'. 'mela-/ractaf, 'mela-«monad))-ic', 'archennic consecuum' process I structure. It is
so when we grasp each of its successive «aritllmoi» of human social fonnation «monads)) as a tcollective
human sllbject[-ivity]', a 'collective Iruman ag-entl-ivity i.e., as a kind of' meta-self. This social-formations
systeI1l!-self-progression is thus also one that qualifies a'\ an 'lrislorical-dialeL"lical process' per our definition.

r,

The reader is referred to the F.E.D. Introductory Letter, Supplenreltt B [Example 4., page 8-231, for a brief
N~-ideographical rendition of the 'dialectical modef of this 'mcta-monadologicaP historical dialectic [link:

Supplement B Part Il1 - including a Psycho-Historical Model of The Dialectic of Human Nature (.pdt)].

"'Formal Subsump/ion'" versus "'Real Subsumption"'. The foregoing phrases arise from Marx's usage in
an unpublished chapter of Capilal, vol. I. [R.,f· Kafl Man. Fmlerd: f.ngcb, eel/med Worts. vol J4, ·RenJu of 0. Dvm Prodvclioll
Procrn-, Inn:nw'l Publishers (NY: 19941. pp J55.''71]. regarding the lransition, during the emergence of the «Capital-relation"
as the dominant "social relation of production", from the "fOrmal subsllmption of labor under capital" to the
"real subsumplion of labor under capital". Quite generally, throughout this text, interpreting any Kg model of
an historical-dialectical process of 'onlo-dynamasis' / 'meta-evolution', we will refer to each epoch in which an
unprecedenled ...ontological category"', or 'onto'; a new, 'self-subsumption' -generated 'self-hybrid'
«aritlrnws» of 'self·«aujhebem) meta-«mollads))', first makes it appearance, as the epoch in which that new
'onto', as the 'meta-meristem' of that 'onto-dynamasis' to-date, achieves a '''formal subsumption'" of all
earlier-extant 'ontos'; of aU earlier-emerged ontOlogy. We will refer to the immediately next epoch of thal
model's rcpresentation of that historical dialectic, in which tenns appear that combine the subscript denoting
that new 'onto' with the subscripts denoting every singleton occurrence, and every combination, of the
subscripts denoting each earlier-emerged such 'onto', as the epoch in which that new 'onto' may achieve the
,.,real subsumption'" of all previous ontology. The '" hybrid'" term corresponding lo the NQ 'meta-numeral'
whose subscript N-value is one unit less than that of the 'meta-numeral' corresponding to the next 'se/fhybrid'
«orilhmos») of 'sel{-«aujhebem) meta-«monads))', wiU have, as its interpreted subscripts. the characters
denoting every 'onto' of lower 'self-involution' than that next 'self-hybrid' 'onto'. This '"hybrid''' term.
denoling the fullness of "'real subsumption''', as complete integration of all prior ontology "under" and "into"
the formerly merely 'formallv subsumptive' new 'onto', is also known as a 'culminant' term. Thus, in the
context ofthe social formation(s) model, for example, the gvcb 'onto" corresponding to the 'meta-numeral' g7,
or 98 - 1. marks the '''real subsumptioll'" culminant for the Yo or gv. 'onto", the latter two symbols both
corresponding to the 'meta-numeral' 94, while 98 corresponds to the nm. 9vv, or f, 'onto', as we'U see below.
€.Q,l!!i!:!n Mcu·)loudoloc (v.2.07.12.2008]
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Model Presentation. The '''[psycho-]historieal dialectic'" of the 'self-«aufl,eben»' 'mcta-monadology' of
human social [ormation(s) is described narratively, and '''pictogramically''', as well as id!ogramically, below.
Tt is described by a coordinated, generic, "'nomothetic'" ["'non-idiographic'''], 'id!o-picto-phono-gramic'
model, deployed in seven distinct epochs of 'social-formations ontology' and of 'socio-onto-dynamasis', epoch
a [assumed to be extant as of initial-, or «arehi>>-, epoch-variable-value"t - 0] to epo"h 11 [emergent within
epoch-variable-value,; - 6].

• a. "Bands".

Let us derme the originating «arithmob), or «arcJ,e»-«Qrithmnb), of human settlement
formations to be those of the !!Q!!-senlement-partem "'populations'" of small, mobile, "'nomadic'" "bands" of
[proto-Ihuman predators I for4gers I scavengers I hunter-gatherers.

Note: By "'population"', in this context. we do not mean the count of [proto-]hwnan "biological individuals",
whether of the typical or average "band", or of the totality of all "bands" extant as of a particular value of
some time panuneter. The [minimally 'memetically-emerged', phenomically 'proto-ic', pcoto-]human
individual is not the unit, or «monad», of counting, for this 'dialectical model narrative. The "band" itself,
whatever its size in tenus of [proto-]human individuals, is that ulliI, or «monad». This model thus eschews the
usual "'human individual-ism I-atomism I-reductionism'" SO typical of capitalist, ideological "social science".
Suppose that the "'popUlations'" of some of the "bands" «orithmoi» - the "'populations'" of which each
individual "baod" is a «monad» I unit - reproduce themselves with expa"sioll, i.e.• grow, in certain localities
of the planetary biosphere.
Then. as the nomadic 'monadic populations' of "baods"-as-«monads» 'densify' themselves in those localities, a
condition of "'critically'" high "bands" density may arise, which we term the 'self-surroundment of the "band"
«monad», the 'self-environment of the "bands", or t~·urroundment- I environmem-by-likes', created, (or the
"bands", m:: the "bands".
This condition would arise, fIrst, and especially, within the 'centerward' sub-population of "baod" «monads» of
each of the key/core such localities, or 'meta-merislemal' / '"vanguard''' social-formations-innovation
"'nucleation zones'''.
Achievement of this "'criticality'" means that there ha'i arisen n condition of "bands" densely surrounded by
[other] "bands" at the heart of each such locality.
This condition would havc thereby supplanted, in intensity I 'intensivity', within those key/core loci,
the 'precedingly-dominant' condition of the 'surroundment' of "bands" «monads». This condition would have
supplanted the 'surroundment' of "bands" «monad3·» fll1b!. by accumulated 'monadic populations' of various
predecessor scales / levels / layers of pre-human-natur[e-]al ontology, especially of lhe immediate ontological
predece.uor of 'taxonomy level one' "human societies" «arithmo;», in the form of the «arithmob) of 'multimeta-zoan' "a"imal societies", and of'multi-meta-phytan' plant communities.
A new innovation in the human-social settlement I governance panerns' taxonomy of'socio-ontologj is thereby
seeded.
The fonner condition was dominated by and characterized by 'merely-hybridizing' reactions I inter-actions -i.e., 'ontological conversioll' 'hetera-actions' -- of "baod" «monads» with the accumulated 'monadic
populations' of various predecessor scales I levels I layers of'pre-human-natur[e-]al' ontology.
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The ncw condition - in the 'ontological innovation nucleation zones' - is dominated by and characterized by
'sel[-hybridizing' interactions, 'self-interactions', or 'intra-actions', of "band" «monad~'» with [other] "band"
«monads», which become more and more frequent I increasingly 'self-frequentized', as the '''population
density'" of "band" «monads» grows therein, in those zones.
The formerly-predominant modes of monadic interaction - that is, of 'ontological other-conversion', or
'hetero-conversion' - had partially converted pre-human-natur[e-]al biomass, and animal-society 'socia-mass',
into [prato-]human 'socia-mass', in the fonn of these nomadic 'monadic populations' of "bands" «orithmoi».
This process of pre-human 'socio-mass'-and-"'bio-mass",' to proto-human 'socio-mass', ontological conversion
was 'self-calalyzed' by, or 'auio-catalyzed by, and 'self-celenlted'. in direct proportion to the presence of I
inherent activity of - and to the density of I 'physical-spatial concentration' of -- the therefore and thereby
"'Iself-]expanding'" "bands" «arilhmoi».
But as the - therefore growing - 'physical-spatial concentration' of the «monads» of the "bands"
«arit1lmoi», in a[ny of thel key/core "'nucleation zones'" of human-social formation, crosses its "critical mass" /"'critical densily'" threshold, the process of 'ontological lu"tero-conversion ', of the conversion of previouslyarisen monadic sub-populations, into the growing "bands" monadic populations. shifts.
The "'nther-conversion'" process shifts into a new and previously unprecedented process, a process of the
nascent 'ontological self-conversion' f!f [part oil the burgeoning 'socio-ontology' of the "bands" «ariihmol»,
kE that burgeoning "bands" «arithmoi» 'socio-ontology'. It shifts to a 'self-conversion', which is also an
«aujheben» 'sel{-subsumption', and 'self-internalization'; to 'self-conversion' into the 'socio-ontology' of a
new, 'self-involutively higher', previously unexampled "'!!!!1!l-logica/ type"', a new increment of human-social
'socio-ontological' irulovation in the history of human-social fonnation(s).
That is, the 'sel[-frequentization' of this new mode of action - of "'self-inter-action"', or "'intra-action'" - of
"bands" with other "bands", then, as it exceeds its critical frequency I density threshold, precipitates the
irruption of yet a new, previOl..Lo;;ly !!.2!!-extant, previously !!Q!!-existent, higher 'meta-/ractal scale I level/layer
of human settlement I governance patterns and practices, namely, that of the multi-"band" ~ and episodically
!!Q!!.-monadic and incipiently anti-nomadic, semi-sedentary ~ "camps" human-social fonnation(s).
A "camp", grasped as a human-social formations unit / «monad», is a 'meta 1_({mOl,ad>~', 'meta 1_unil, or
'super1-unif, relative to a "band", grasped also as such a human-social fonnations unil / «monad».
Each typical "camp" is a 'mela-"band"', made up out of a lparticular, local-][sub-]«arithmos» of "bands".
That is, each camp is made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of "bands" units I «monads». by means of
a 'meta-ontic', 'meta-monadic', 'sel{-«aujhebem> self-internalhation'. or 'self-subsumetion', and by means of
'sel[-hYbridizetion'. of that local, predecessor sub-«arithmos» of "bands" as predecessor «monads».
lbis 'self-«aujhebem>' self-operation -!ll. a local sub-«aritlmros» of "band" «monads», as collective humansocial "'subjects'" I agents of Lse/{- ]action, acting I operating upon I within tllemselves, via those "band"
«monads» operating wnong themselves - gives rise to an ontologically, qualitatively, behaviorally new and
different, previously unprecedented «genos» of «oritllmoi», one that has "camps" as its «monads». Thus, this
.fel[-operation gives rise to the «arithmo;» of the - initially multi-"band" - "camps".
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deographized' I' deogramized' " horthand " ummarv [in the foUowing formula, g denote th ontological
category of the "!!,ands" «aritlrmoi» and £. denotes the ontological category of the "..:amps" <<aritllllO,)]:

[Link to suppl ill Dlary information: If you would like more information abou.t lhe rules of 'qualitati e
calculation' that are used in the "shorthand" xpression abo e - i.e. about the rules of 'ontological
multiplication', of 'multiplication of qualities' [of 'multiplication of ontological qualifiers' as repre ented by
purely qualitative meta-numbers'] of 'categorial multiplication' or of '«aufheben» multiplication' - then click
on the following link: http://www.dialectics.org/archives/pdffFractl-l.pdf, and scroll down to page 4.]
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· "Carnos".
uppose, as th next, consecuti e emergence in this "Qualo-Peanic' 'self-«oujheben»
u cession' I 'consecuum-cwnulum of human- ocial-formation em ences. that the "'population'" of scm of
the "camps" «aritJ,mo;» - "'populations'" of hich each indi .dual "
"i a «monad» I unit - reproduce
Lhemsel es with xpansion, i.e. gro in certain localities of a plan tary biosphere.
Then, as the 'monadic population' of the camps"-as-«monads» , nsifies' itself in those localitie a condition
of IIIcritically", high "camp" densit rna aris which e term the 'seLf-surroundment' of the "
"
«monads» Lh 'self-environment of the "camp " or the 'surroundmen/- I 'environment-by-likes created, for
the "camps" ~the "camps".
This condition would arise, first and especially within the 'centerward' sub-population of ,. amp"
«monads», within each of the key/core such localities, or 'mela-m ristemal' / '"vanguard''' social-formations'inno arion "'nucleation zones"'.
chie emen of this criticali' . means that there has arisen a condition of "=~=" densely surrounded b
[other] lie
p" at the heart of each such localit .
This condition ould have thereb supplant d in intensity 1 'intensiviIyJ within these .kJ lcor loci,
mp" «moilads» by their immediarethe 'precedingl -dominant' condition of the 'surroW1dment' of th
predecessor 'inverse-consecutive' «monads» -- i.e. by «monads» of the «arithmoi» of "bands".
II

A new innovation in the human-social settlement / governance patterns' taxonomy oj'socio-ontology' is lhereby
seeded.
Th former condition was dominated by and characterized b 'm reI -hybridizing' reactions I inter-actions
b 'ontological conversion' he/ero-actions' of "c m " «monads» with immediatc predece or "band"
«mDnads».

Th n
condition - in the 'ontological iooo arion nucleation zon ' - is dominated by and characterized b ,
I elf-h bridizing interactions ' elf-interactions' or'illtTa-actions' of' en lp I «monads}) with[m] / upon [other]
'mp" <<m()nads». Such self-subsuming' 'self-actions' or 'self-operation$', become more and more frequent 1increasingly self-frequentized as the "'population density'" of "e mp" «monads» grows therein.
The formerly-predominant modes of monadic interaction - that is, of 'ontological other-conversion' or
'hetero-conversion' - had partially converted the still-extant" ad" 'socio-ontology' / 'socio-mass' into
p" 'socio-ontology' / 'socio-mass' [the process of the 'reaL ubsumption of b by £, denoted b gcbl
This process of the 'ontological hetero-eon ersion' of [part of] the remaining «monads» of the immediately
precedingly- elf-manifested «arithmoi» - of the "h nd" «ariJhmoi» - is 'auto-catalyzed b and 'celerates'
i If:in proportion to the presence I inherent acti it of, and to the density of / 'ph leal-spatial con ntration'
of the therefore '''[self-lexpandin II "e mps' «arith mob).
But as the - th rerare growing - 'ph sical- patial concentration' of -the «nwnads» of the "e
DS"
«arithmoo>, in the key/core '''nucleation wne
"rosses a "critical mas " I "'critical density'" threshold, the
process of 'ontological hetero-conversion', of the predecessor monadic sub-population, into the growing
"camps" monadic population, hifl .
III
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a new and previousl unprecedented process.

Thi ne process is that of the nascent 'ontological self-con ersion' {l[ Ipan of] those burgeoning "camps"
«arithmo;» 'socio-ontolo '!l1. those burgeoning "ca p "«aritlzmo;» 'socio-ontology', into something else.
It. hift to'seLf-ron ersion' into the ' ocio-ontology' of a ne 'self-in oluti cl high r', previousl mexampled
"'onto-logical type": a n
increment of 'so io-ontologic-al' irmo ation in the history of humansocial formation(s).
That i , the 'self-frequentization' of thi new mode of action - of m~_, "int r n -action"', or of "'intra-action'"
- of "camps" with [other] "camps" then precipitates as i exceeds its critical frequency / d mity
threshold, the irruption of yet a De previously ~-extan: previousl !!.!!!!- xi t nl higher 'meta-fractar scale
11
lila er of human settlement I governance patterns and practices namel that of the -multi-"l'
"
" iIlage" human-social fonnation(s).
1

A "village" grasped as a human-social formation unit I «monad» is a 'meta 1-«monad»', a'meta -unit or a
'super 1-unif relative to a "
p" «monad», or " amp" unit, grasped also as such a human-social-formation
unit I «tnI)nad» and is a 'meta 2-«./I7onad»' relative to a "band", grasped also as such a human-social-formation
unit I «monad».

Ea h typical ''village'' is a meta-"
p' made up out of a [local-] [sub-]«arithmos» of "camps" i. . mad
up ou of a heterogeneou multiplicity of "camps", b means of a 'self-«aujlJeben» self-ult£rna/ization' or
self-subsunzption' ofthat local predecessor «ariJJ,mo ~ of"ca p" aspr d
or «monads».
This 'se[f-«aujheben»' self-operation -!!l a sub-«aritllmos» of "C""d p" < onads» as collecti e human-social
, ubjed' I agent of [self· Ja tion., acting / operatin 1JJ2Q!11 within itself; via its "
pIt «monads» operatin
among themselves - gi es rise to an ontologicall qualitati el behaviorally n
and different, pI ·ousl
unprecedented «geno )} of «ariJ.hmoi»~ one that has "vii ages" as its (<mOnads», It gives rise to the «arithmoi»
ofmulti-ucamps , i.e. of the- initial] 'man - mp' - "vii ages".
'Ideographized' / 'Ideogramized'" horlhand" SummarY [in the following formula, Yo denotes the ontological
ca egory of the "yillages" «aritlrmo;»]:

+

C

---* [b +

c ][ [ b + £] ] - [ b + £]2 - [b + £] +

AI .Q + £] =

b+

C

+

Q,cb

+ Yo.

~:

"'Hybrid", 'ontological con erSion fonnation' 'Ureal subsumption'" «aritllmoi», such as those denoted
b gcb above are specially depicted in the 'ontology diagrams' introduced in this Brief Such 'h brid or
CTO -product terms denot partial or total dialectical SYnthesis formatiOl
hich convert the «monads» of
earli ~-emerged ontological categories into the «monads» of the most recenll - merged ontological categories'
which' svnthesize" and 'output' , in this case £. «monads» b means of an input" of b «monads».]
~: What < Squaring • ilDlifies in this
cxI 1. it i th 'self-confrontation or intra-confrontatio
of
ph ica1-spatially-Iocal «ariJ.hnwi» and of their <<monads», that is signified, and symbolized in the dial ticalideographical rendering ofthi model by <seLf-funcJion-ing or'self-argument-ina i.e., by 'self-operaJld-in
of an operator or ,. squaring , - b the 'self-product-tion , b the ontic qualitative 'self-multiply-ing b
th !unction-argumenf-identical opermor-operand-idenlical ntax, mod lin th sllbject-verb-object-identicaJ
meaning - of the expressions for the product-tion of the incremental [ A ] ontological-catego content of
each successi e model-epoch. That is, indeed, th tandard F .E.D. mterpr tation I semantification of this

syntaX.].
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y. "Villages". Suppose, as the next, consecutive emergence in lhis 'Qualo-Peanic' 'self-«aujllebem~
succession' / 'consecuum-cumulum' of hwnan-social emergences, that the "'populations'" of some of the
"villages" «arithmo;» - '"populations''' of which each individual "viUagc" is a «monad» / unit - reproduce
themselves with expansion, i.e., grow, in certain localities of the planetary biosphere / emergent "noosphere".
Then, as the 'monadic populations' of the "viliages"-as-«mOllads» grow and 'densifies' themselves in those
localities, a condition of '"critically''' high "villages" density may arise. We describe this condition as being
that of the 'se/f-surroundmenf of the "village" «monad,,; as that of the 'self-environment' of the "villages", or
the 'surroundment / environment-by-likes', created, [or the "villages", !l1. the "villages".
This condition would arise, first and especially, within the 'centerward' sub-population of "village" «monads~~
of each of the key/core such localities, or 'meta-meristemal' I "'vanguard'" social-formations-innovation
"'nuclcation zones"'.
The achievement of this '"criticality''' means that there has arisen a condition of "villages" densely
surrounded by [other] "villages" at the heart of each such locality.
This condition would have thereby supplanted, in intensity / 'intensivity', within these key/core loci,
the 'prcccdingly-dominant' condition of the 'surroundment' of "village" «monads" by their immediatepredecessor, 'inverse-consecutive' «monads~~, namely, by «monads» of the ({aritllmob~ of "camps".
A new innovation in the human-social settlement / governance patterns' taxonomy of 'socio-ontology'
thereby seeded.

IS

The fonner condition was dominated by and characterized by 'merely-hybridizing' reactions I inter-actions, by
'ontological conversion', via 'hetero-actions', of "village" «nwnads~, with immediate predecessor,
"caml>" «monads», and with [any] still-persisting earlier-predecessor «monads» - predecessor ontic
«monad";}) as yet unassimilated to any higher "'degree'" of ontological 'self-involution' / 'sel[.internalization' /'sel[-subsumption' I 'self-complexification' / 'self-hybridization' - i.e., with "band" «monads».
The new condition - in the 'ontological innovation nucleation zones' - is dominated by and characterized by
'self-hybridizing' interactions, 'self-interactions', or 'intra-actions', of "village" «monads» with [other] "village"
«monads», which become more and more frequent / increasingly 'self-frequentized', as the '''population
density'" of "village" «monads)) grows therein.
The fonnerly·dominant modes of monadic interaction - of monadic 'ontological other-conversion', or monadic
'hetero-conversion' - had partially converted the still-extanl "camp" 'socio-ontology' I 'socio-mass' into
ll villagc" 'socio-ontology' / 'socio-mass' [the process of the'" real subsumption'"
of f. by V, denoted by Qvc],
as well as converting part of any still-extant "band" 'socia-ontology' / 'socio-mass' likewise into "villa~e"
'socio-ontology' / 'socio-mass' [the process of the "'real suhsumption'" of b by Yo denoted by gvbJ.
This process of 'ontological hetero·conversion' of [part of] the remaining «monads» of all of the precedinglyself-manifested «uritllmoi» - i.e., in lhis epoch, of the "camps" «aritltmoi», and of the "bands" «arithmoi»
- is '!!!!l!!.-catalyzed' by, and 'celerates' itself, in proportion to the presence / inherent activity of, and to the
density of / 'physical-spatial concentration' of, the therefore ["'self-] expanding'" "Villages" «arithmoi».
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Ho e er, as the - therefore and thereby growing - 'physical- patial concentration' of the «monads» of these
"villages" «ariJhmoi» in the
/core Ulnuclcation zonesJII cro
a "critical mass" I '''critical density"
threshold, the process of the ·ontological he/ero-con ersion I assimilation, of [portions ot] all earliermanifested monadic sub-populations into the growin nVillages" monadic population shifts.

Th " 'other-con er ion process hifts parLiall into a new and pre .ousl unprecedented pIOce a process
of the nascent 'ontological self-con ersion' gf [part of] the burgeoning "villages" «ariJlunoi» 'socio-ontology',
h that very burgeoning "vOl ages" «arithmoi» 'socio-ontology' into yet a different 'socio-ontology'. The
process shifts to a '!J'elf-convcrsion' into the 'socia-ontology' of a new, 'self-involutively higher' pre iously
!illcxampled "1a!H!l.-logical type'" a new increment of 'socio-ontological' innovation relative to the previous
history of human-social 1'ormation(s .
That is the 'se/(-frequenLization' of this new mode of action - of "'self-inter-action'" or "'intra-action'" - of
"villages" with "villages" then, as it exceed its critical frequenc I densi threshold, precipilat the
irruption of yet a ne previo I !!Q!!-eA-mnt, previous! !!!ll!-existent, higher 'meta-fractal scale lie el/la er
of human ettlement I governance patterns and practices, namel that of the - typically multi-'"
ge""chiefdom' or "fribaf', hwnan-social fonnation s).

'chiefdom" grasped as a human-social formation unit I «numad» is a 'meta1-«monad»', 'meta1-un it or
, uper1-unif relative to a "village" grasped also as such a human- ocial formation unit I «monad». Each
Itchiefdom" Imit / «monad» is a 'meta 2-«monad»' relative to a "camp" «monat]», grasped also as such a
hwnan-social formation unit I «mollad», and is also a 'meta 3-«nwnad»' relative to a "band" «monad» grasped
also as such a human-social formation unit I «monad».
Each typical "chiefdom" is a m ta-"village" made up out of a [local-][sub-]«aritllmos» of "villages II -i.e.~
made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of II illage" «monads» b means of their coalescence into a ne
'intercity I ext mit I i.e. b a elf-induced, 'self-({aufl,eben» self-internalizgtion' that is a' me1Jl-monadic
self-subsumption of that local predecessor sub-«arithmos» of "villages as predecessor «mona
I Ullin.

Thi 'gJ[-«au/heben»' self-operation - gflocaJ suh-«arithmob> of illage «monads» as collective I holistic
human-social IIIsubjed" I agent of [self- ]aenon acting I operatin upon I within them eLves, via their' . age"
«monads» operating among themselves - gives rise lo an ontologically, qualitatively, behaviorally ne and
different, previously unpreced nted «genos» of «uritllmoi», one that has "chiefdoms" as its «monads»: the
«arithnwi» of- multi-"village" '~-village' - "chiefdoms".
I

'Ideographized' l'Ideogramized' .. ~horthand"
cat gory of the "chiefdoms" «arilllmoi»]:
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"Chiefdoms". Suppose, consecutively next, in this 'self-«aufhehen» self-progression'; in this '[Qualo-]
Peanic'succession of human 'socio-onto-dynamasis', that the "'populations'" of some of the "(:hiefdom"
«Mil/unoi», or "trihes" «arithmoi» - the '"POPulations''' for which each individual "(:hiefdom" is a «monad» 1unil - reproduce themselves with expansion, i.e., "'grow"', at least in certain localities of the planetary
biosphere 1 emergent "noosphere".
Then, as the 'monadic populations' of the "chiefdoms"-as-«monads» 'densify' themselves in those localities,
condition of "'critically'" high "chiefdom" density may arise.

8

We describe this condition as lhat of the 'self-surroundmenf of the "chiefdom" «monad», as the condition of
the 'self-environmenf of the "chiefdoms", or of thc 'surroundment 1 environmenr-hy-like.f', created, (or the
"chiefdoms", ~ the "chiefdoms".
This condition would arise, first and especially, within the 'eenterward' sub-population of "chiefdom"
«monads}) of each of the key/core such localities, or 'meta-me-cistemal' / "'vanguard'" social-fonnationsinnovation '''nucleation zones!l!,
The achievement of this '"criticality''' means that there has arisen a condition of "chiefdoms" densely
surrounded by [other] "chiefdoms" al the heart of each such locality.
This condition would havc thereby supplanted, in intensity 1 'intensivity', within these key/core loci,
the 'precedingly-dominant' condition of the 'surroundment' of the "chiefdom" «monads» by their immediatepredecessor, 'inverse-consecutive' «monads», the "village" «monads» of the «ari/hmoi» of "villages".
A new innovation in the human-social settlement / governance panerns' taxonomy Qf'!J'ucio-ontologjl is thereby
seeded.
The former condition was dominated by and characterized by 'merely-hybridizing reactions / inter-actions,
'ontological conversion' 'he/ero-actions', of "chiefdom" «monads» with their inunediate predecessor
«monads», and with [any] still-persisting earlier-predecessor «monads» - predecessor «monads» as yet
unassimilated, or 'unsubsumed', to any higher "'dCb'Tee'" of ontological 'self-involution' / 'self-internalizalion' /
'se/t:complexification' 1 lse/f-suhsumplion' ~ i.e., "'inter-actions'" with "viUage" «monads», with "camp"
«monads», and with "hand" «monads».
The new condition ~ in the 'olltological irmovation nucleation zones' - is dominated by, and characterized
by, 'selt:hybridizing' '" inter'" -actions, 'self-'" inter'" -actions', or •inlra-actions', of "chiefdom" «monads»
with [other] "chiefdom" «monads», becoming ever more frequent / increasingly 'se/f-frequcntized', as the
'"density''' of "chiefdom" «monads» grows therein.
The formerly-dominant modes of monadic interaction - of 'ontological o/her-conversion', or ontological
'hetero-conversion' - had partiallY converted still-extant "villages" 'socia-ontology' 1 'socio-mass' into
"chiefdoms" 'socio-ontology' 1 'socia-mass' (the process of u'real suhsumption'" of y by f, denoted
ideographically by !ltv]; [pan of] still-extant "camps" 'socio-ontology' / 'socio-mass' into the emergent
"chiefdoms" 'socio-ontology' / 'socio-mass' [the process of the "'real suhsumption'" of.£ by f, denoted by
gfc]. and [part of) [any] still-extant nbands" 'socio-ontology' 1 'socio-rnass' into the emergent "chiefdoms"
'socio-ontology' I 'soeio-mass' [the process of the '''real suhsumptioll'" of b by f, denoted by Qrb].
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This process of 'ontological hetero-con ersion' or subordination / assimilation, of [part of] the remaining
<<monads» of the precedingly-sel[-manifested «antllmol» - of the "villages" «aritllnloi» of the "ea p"
«ariJhmoi» and of the" an "«arithmoi» - i 'fll!1!!.-catalyzetf b ,and 'celerates' itself, in proportion to th
presence of / inherent activi of, and to the density of / ph sieal-spatial con ntralion' of, the therefore and
th reb m[self-]expanding'" ph sical-spatiall -localiz d "chiefdoms" «aritl,moi».

But as the - therefore and ther: b. growing - 'ph sical-spatial concentrations' of the «monads» of t:h
'chiefdoms' «arithmoi» in the ke /core "nucleation zone III crosses th IT U ritieal mass" / ritica! de . "
thre holds, the process of 'ontological hetero-con rsiOD' of past monadic sub-populations into the gro ·ng
"chiefdoms" monadic population shifts.
til

Thi process partially shifts into a new and previously unprecedented pro s. the process of the nascent
'ontological self-conversion' g[ [part of] those burgeoning "chiefdoms" «arithmoi» 'socio-ontology' !t! [part
of] those burgeoning "chiefdoms" «arithmoi» 'socio-ontology' into another new'socio-ontology'.
This process partially shifts to 'self-conversion' of "chiefdoms" 'socia-mass' and 'socia-ontology' into the
, ocio-mass' and 'socio-ontology' of a new, 'self-involutively higher' previously .!!!!exampled "'onto-logical
type'" a new previously !!Q!!-present increment of 'socio-ontological' irma alion in the history of humanocial formation(s).
he ' elf-frequentization' of this De mode of action - of "'!!:!l--«inter -action'" or "'intra-a lion'" - of
"c iefdoms" with "ch'efdoms" then precipitates as it cxc cds its crilical frequenc / densi threshold., the
irruption of yet a ne previousl !!Q!!-extan previous! !!Q!!-exisrent meta-fracta/ scale / Ie 1 / la: er of
human settlement / governance patterns and practice
'ei
tate" human-social [ormation s).

name!

that of th -

initially multi-"chiefdom' -

'ci - ta e" grasped as a human-social formation unit / «monad» is a 'meta1-«monad»' 'meta 1_ un it or
, aper -unit relati e to a "chi fdom" grasped also a uch a human-so ial formation unit / «monad»· is a
'mcta2- <monad»' relati to a "village", grasped also as such a human-social formation unit; is then also a
'm ta -«monad»' relati e to a
p' grasped also as such a human-so ial IIn;t and is then finall also a
'meta"-«monad»' relaliv to a "band" grasped also as such a human-social fonnation unit / «monad».
1I

Each typical "city-state" is a meta'-"chiefdom'\ or 'meta'-"tribe" - often founded as the result of a
local alliance of "tribes'" an alliance offormerly disparate and formerly mutually-warring local "tribes"
against less local/ more diswnI "tribes" - i.e. is made up out ofa [local-][sub-l«arithmos» of "chiefdoms"
or "tribes"; is made up out of a heterogeneous rnultiplicilY of "chiefdoms Jl by means of a 'self-«auf1leben»
'self-internalization', or elf- ub umpnon , of that local predecessor sub-«aritllmos» of "chiefdoms" as
pIede essor «m01'at!s».

Thi 'self-«aujhehen»' self-operation - g[ a sub-«oritllmos» of 'chiefdom" «mOIlads» as collective / holistic
human-social "'subject" / agent of ~]action, acting / operating !!JlQ!1! within itself, via its "chiefdom fl
«monads» operating among themselves - gi es [is to an ODlologicall quali1ati el behaviorally ne and
differen previousl unpr c d ot «geno > of «oritllmo;». one that has city·sta es" as its <<monads»: th
«arithmo;» of- [initiall ] multi- 'tribe" multi-Itch·e dom" - "city-states".
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ItsBul SubsJJlDpUon
F.g.Q.

t. "City-States". Suppose, as the next, consecutive emergence in this 'Qualo·Pcanic· ·self-«aufheben»·
succession / 'comecuwn-cumulum' of human·social cmcrgences. that the "'populations'" of the "city.states"
«arilhmob) -the "'populations"' of which each individual "city-state" is a social formation «monad» / unitreproduce themselves with expansion, i.e., «'grow''', in certain localities of the planetary biosphere / emergent
"noosphere".
Then, as the 'monadic populations' of the "city·states"-a,,-«monads» 'densifies' themselves in those localities,
a condition of "'critically'" high Ildty-state" densily may arise, which condition we term the 'self-surroundment'
of the "city-state" «monad}~, the 'self-environment' of the "city·states", or the 'surroundmenl- I environmentby-likes', created, {or the "city·states", Q! the "clty·states".
This condition would arise, first and especially, within the 'centerward' sub-population of "city-states"
«monads» of each of the key/core such localities, or 'meta-mcristcmal' / "'vanguard'" social-fonnationsinnovation "'nucleation zones'''. This means that lbere has arisen a condition of "city-states" densely
surrounded by [other] "city-states" at the heart of each such locality. This condition would have thereby
supplanted, in intensity / 'intensivity', within these key/core loci, the 'precedingly-dominant' condition of the
'surroundmcnt' of the "city·state" «monads» by their immediate-predecessor, 'inverse-consecutive' «monads»,
namely, the «monads» of the «arithmoi» of "chiefdoms".
A new innovation in the human-social settlement / governance panems' laxonomy of 'socia-ontology human 'socio-systematics', or 'socio-taxonomics' - is thereby seeded.

of

The former condition was dominated by, and characterized by, 'merely-hybridizing' reactions / inter-actions.
'ontological conversion' 'he/ero-actions', of "city-state" «monads» with their immediate predecessor
{(mnnads», and wilh [any] still-persisting earlier-predecessor «monads» - predecessor «monads» as yet
tmassimilated to any higher "'degrcc'" of ontological, 'meta-monadic' 'self-involution' I 'self-in/ernalization' /
'self-complexification' / 'self-subsumption' / 'self-hybridization' - i.e., interclctions with "chiefdom"
«monads'», with "village" «monads», with "camp" «monads», and with "band" «monads».
The new condition - in the "'ontological innovation nucleation zones'" - is dominated by and charact'Crized by
'self-hybridizing' ...inter'" -actions, 'self.' "inrer'" -actions', or 'in/ra-actions', of "city-state" «monads» with
rother] "city-state" «monads», which become more and more frequent / increasingly 'self-frequentizcd', as the
'''population density'" of "city-state" «monads» grows therein.
The formerly-dominant modes of monadic interaction - modes of monadic 'ontological other-conversion', or
'he/ero-conversion' - bad partiallY converted, or subordinated, still-extant "chiefdoms" 'socio-ontology' /
'socio-mass' [in]to "City-states" 'socio-omology' / 'socio-mass' [the process of the wreal subsump/ion'" off
by §, denoted by gad; [portions of] stilJ-extanl "villages" 'socio-ontology' /'socio-mass' [in]IO "city-states"
'socio-ontology' / 'socio-mass' [the process of the ••• real subsumption'" of V by S, denoted by Q.svl; [portions
of any] still-extant "camps" 'socio-ontology' / 'socio-ma'i..<.i' [inlto "city-states" 'socio-ontology' / 'socio-mass'
[the process of the "'real suhsumption'" of ~ by 5, denoted by fisc], and [porlions of any] still-extant
"bands" 'socio-ontology' / 'socia-mass' [in]to "city-states" 'socio-ontologyl / 'socio-mass' tthe '«real
subsumption'" of b by S, denoted bY!lsblThis process of 'ontological hetera-conversion' of [part of] the remaining «monads~~ / unils of the precedinglyself-manifested «ari/lrmoi» - of the "chiefdoms" «ar;/hmoh), of the "villages" «ari/hmn;», of the
"camps" «ari/hmob), and of the "bands" «ari/hmoi» - is 'au/o-catalyzed by, and 'celeratcs' itself, in
proportion to the presence of, and to lhe density of I 'physical-spatial concentration' of, the therefore and thereby
",[self- ]expanding'" "city-states" «arUhmo;».
&.12. Brial n.. Mda-:\Io••dolozy ['1.2..07.12.2008]
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Howe er as the - therefore and thereb growing - 'physical-spatial concentration' of the «monads» of th
"city-states 1 «arithmoi», in th k leor nu leation z.ones'" crosses its "critical mass" I mcritical d nsitym
threshold, the process of 'ontological hetero-con ersion' of past monadic sub-populations into the growing
, city-states" monadic population, shifts,
IJJ

It hifts into a n
and previou I unprecedented process, of the nascent 'ontological elf-con ersion' gf. [part
of] the burgeoning "city-states" «arithmoi» 'socia-ontology' !lJ!. that burgeoning "city-states" «arithmoi»
, ocio-ontolog . into somethin ne : its 'self-conversion ' into the' ocio-mass' and the 'socio-ontolo 'of a
new, 'self-involutively higher', previously .!{!exampled "'Q!1fQ-logical type"'; its 'self-conversion' into a new
increment of 'socia-ontological' innovation in the history of human-social formation(s).
That is, th 'self-fr quentization' of this new mode of action - of" eJf- inter -a tion"', or inua-a non
- of "city-states" with "c)y-states' then precipitates, as it exceeds its critical frequenc I density
threshold, irruption of et a n , pre 'ously l!Q!!-extant previous) !!Q!!-existent 'meta-Jractal seal lIe el/Ia: er of human settlement I go emance patterns and practices nam I that of the multi-"city- ta " mpire"
human-social formation(s)
the Inean,
a an Aztec Bah Ionian, Eg ptian, Persian, Athenian,
Carthaginian,
cedonian and Roman "empires" ofTerran hwnan[oid] history,
H

ote: The word "empire" is used h rein, ani in its earlier meaning to describe a pre-notion-state, ancientcivilizational, mulri-citv-state go emance I settlement fonnation i.e. primarily of the ancient:-historical world.
This social formation involved citv-state-colonization, and tributary, etc., conquest, [partial-]enslavement,
and/or other subjugation of e pecially other / rival "city-states" by a dominant I '"central''' "ci - ate" as
eell, for exampl in those "em pi es' that emerged in the Mediterranean planetary 'sub-hemisphere' of planet
Terra, during the period of "'classical antiquity'" uch as the rapacious I parasitical "empires" cent red upon
the rransientl -dominant I '" entral'" "city-states" of Akkad, Per epolis, Ath ns Carthage,
cedon,
AI xandria, and Rome in Terran human history.

The word "empire" is not used herein to d ribe that qualitati el
ontologicall
behaviorall and
"'categoriall '" different - s stematicall I taxonomicall qualitati cl different - 'meta-fractaOy' higher
scale I level I layer of the later-to- m rge imperialist formations of the "nation-states" epoch.
The "nation-states" epoch of "'[national] empires'" -the "nation-states" epoch / scale / level / lay r of the
multi-nation-al, or multi-"nation- tate", 'nation-aJ / colonial imperialisms - is higher in 'ontic dimensionality'
- but nonetheless 'meta-fractally anaLogous to' - the earlier-to-emerge formations of the herein-modeled
multi-ci - tat "empires" epoch.

he former national, '"empires''' are pica1ly centered in a single dominant transitional I mercantile-capitalist,
or industrial-capitalist, "na· 00- tate" such as the rapacious I parasitical inter-lJrroto-]national
imperialisms cen~ red upon the transientl -dominan "'central" [proto- ]"nation-states" of medie al Portugal
medieval Pain. and of the Dutch niled Provinces, or, later those of modem France England R ia,
Gennany Hal Japan, thc so-called" 0 'et" mon he so-called npeoples' " "Republic" of China., and -last,
but far from least in rapacity - the orth American United States.
An "empire" grasped as a human-social unit I «monad», is a 'super1-lmit, 'meta i-unit, or 'meta 1-«monad}>',
relative to a "city-state", grasped also as such a human-social fom1atiollS uniJ / «monad»; is a'meta 2-«monad»'
rclati e to a "chiefdom", grasped al 0 as such a human-social formations Ullit I «monad»' is a'meta 3-«monad»'
relati e to a " illage" grasped also as such a human-social formations unit I «monad»; is a 'meta -«monad»'
relative to a
p" grasped also as such a human- oeial formations IInit I «monad» & is a 'meta5-«monad})'
relati e to a .
d' grasped at 0 as ch a hwnan- cial formations Wlit I «(JIlonad».
II
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Each typical Hempire" is a meta-"ci - tate" often founded via th military and commercial conquest, by a
acedon, or ancient Rome, of a
ingle "central'" dominant .. imperial' , ''c" - tate" such as ancient
ad up out of a [local-][sub-]«arithnws»
multitude of other "city-states . It is a 'meta-"d -state'"
of "city-states" i. . made up out of a heterogeneous multiplici of ci -state" «monads» limits b means
of a 'sel(-{<Qu!"eben» 'self-internalization' or' eLf- uhsumption of that local, predecessor sub-«aritlllnos» of
"city-states" as predecessor «f1Iollads» I UIIUs.
This 'self-«uujheben»' self-operation - g[ a local sub-«arithnws» of "city-state" «monads» as collective
human-social IIIsubjecf" I agent of [self-]action, acting / operating upon / within itself, via its "city-states"
«monads» operating among themselves - gives rise to an ontologically, qualitatively, behaviorally new and
different, previously unprecedented «genos» of «arithmoi» to one having "empires" as its «monads»:
noneother than the «arithmoi» a the multi-"city- tate" "empires".

-.===-=:.c.::=__..-...::=;.D.:===__=;,;,.;,:===-..._.===_:. [in the following formula, !
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"Empires". We have arrived at the relative '''ultimate''', or «lerminus», for this particular, [mcta-lfmite
[sel(-]regress, or [meta-lfinite 'self-progression', of human-social formation(s). with regard to both the model of
M1 'self-internalizations, and that of M1 'self-meta-«monad))-iuznons'. The multi-city-state "'clash of
empires'" was. in Earth's history, not the only driving force ~ or even the principal driving force - behind
the next irruption of a new 'socia-ontological' category, the new/next «arithmoi» of hLUnan-social formation(s).
The planetary "'population'" and 'densification' I physical-spatial '"concentration''' of such multi-city-state
"empires"-as·«monad.J», remained too "few and far between", particularly in relation to the attained level of
transponation technology of their epoch.
The global interaction of "empires" with [other] "empires" remained rather tenuous, infrequent, and rarefied,
across physical-spatial / duration·of·travel temporal distances that were large in relation to the transport
capabilities of those times.
In the larger Mediterranean world of the ancient Occident, \he Roman "empire" subjugated, and incorporated
into itself, most of the Carthaginian and Macedoman "empires", as well as nwnerous other pre-"city-state"
human-social terrains of the rest of western and Eastern Europe. and of the islands later to be known as the
British Isles. Thereafter. not so much inl!!-"empire" processes, as 'inl!!!-[Roman-]"cmpire'" processes,
precipitated the protracted path which, at length, led to the appearance of the new, previously-unprecedented
«genos» of the «arilltmob) of "nation-states".
It was more the internal <<lysis)), into Eastern and Western Roman "empires", and other aspects of the internal,
immanent. 'meta-catabolic', interior 'se/f-dis-organization' - the human-social-reproductive '!ie/f-~nlropy
accumulation - of the ancient Roman [in]human-social-formations, in parallel with. in coumer-point to, and in
'"co-evolution''' with, their mutually-destructive 'hybrid' interactions with the surrounding "barbarian" 'mobilechiefdoms', etc., that led to the collapse of "empires" in Europe I 'Medilerranea'. The result was an
Occidental "Dark Ages" that calastrophically and protractcdly-delayed the emergence of the consecutively next,
'"modern''' "nation-states" epoch/ 'socio-ontology' and stage of human-social fonnation.
1bat next epoch evenrually arose, !!!l!. from out of the zeniths - as, typically, with the previous emergences of
our model - but, on the contrary, from Oln of the nJins, of the mancient'" "empires".

In that sense, then, thc IJmercantile+]-capitalist] "nation-states" ({al'Uhmoi» might even be categorized as
constituting a new «archb-«genos)), for a new, separate, successor - 'meta-epochal' - '" Iristori£oal dialectic'"
of human-social fonnation(s), for planet Terra.

All that we can find, in favor of the POSl- "empires" continuity of the old 'dialectic' of human-social formation,
is that each typical "nation-state" is a partial 'meta-"cmpire" " made up out of a [loca1-J[sub-]«QJ'ithmo.o)
of 'nlin-ed' '"empire-fragments", i.e., made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of Lhe, often-overlapping,
ruin..., or ruined-remains, of the social, mcmelic terrains of multi-city-state "empires", by means of an
'«aujllebelJ» 'internalization' of the local debris of fallen "empires" as predecessor «monads».
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". "Nation-States". Even so, were such a model, with the "nation-states" «genos» as its «archi», expected
to see its own 'consecrmm', [or even one ne~ succe~.sor ontological category of «aritllmoi), then a major new
"'singularity'" in Terran, human-social history, must also be expected. It must be so ifthc history of planet Terra
is to instantiate - if planel Terrel is to participate in - that 'consecuum' I succession I "self-progression' .
All of the epochs of human-social formation as yet considered, and 'dialecticallv-derived, or 'self-«aujheben»derived, via our paradigm, oftbe 'sel{~«aujhebem)' process as a process of "meta-molltldizatioll', in the above~
rendered model~narrative, so far, were, in concept, confmed to the theatre of a single planet's "geo"~logieal
["'planet~ological"', planetary-]formation plaiform, as their '''ltatura[ basis'" [ef. Marxl.
Is it still plausible to assume that the entirety of this phase of the 'se[{~meta.cvolution' of this cosmos - of this
human[oidl part of 'Tile Dialectic Q[ Nature' - namely, 'The Dialectic Q[ [the] HlIman[-ized Portion of]
Nature', should be forever eonfined to a single planet for each and every "'human[oid] species'" that arises in
every given stellar I planetary system in every g1ven galaxy?
Even if given that a successor social~forrnations «genos)~, for planet Terra, after the "nation-states" «genos»,
is the «geIIOS» of "'world-poli''', and not that of a singleton "'world-polis"', c.g., on planet Terra alone - a
single «monad», instead of a new local «ariJhmos», of such '''global~poli''', or "'planetary-poli'" «monads»
- then the "ecosphere" ofTerran humanity, of the Terran human[oid] (<species», musl first expand beyond the
confines of planet Terrd..
If, locally, there is to be even a mere pair of "'planetary-po Ii'" «monads». i.e., in the 'Terra~proximate' part Or
locus of the cosmological, galactic. «Qrithmob~ of '''planetary-poli''', then the vast human '«species»-projecf
of the colonization and "'Terra-~-fonning'" of, e.g., Mars, must emerge in Terran humanity's future.
Indeed, competent human-«species» extinction·risk 'human-social risk management' would require such a
"'diversification'" of the [initially~ ]Tcrran human «species»' 'planets portfolio': an outspreading of our «species)~'
population to the nearby, other-to-Terra, planets of this solar system. and, evenrually. beyond.
We might thus be led to frame the hypothesis that humanloidj «arithmoi» that continue the 'self-consecuum' of
'self-progressive' cosmological «Quto-kinesis» - of cosmological "'self-evolution'" and 'self-mLta-et'olution'also continue into a "'multi-planetary'" phase I stage of human-social forrnation(s), with respect to this
'''taxonomy level two'" view of cosmological '''onto-dvnamasis''', as a process going on within the
'''taxonomy level one'" 'cosmo-ontological category' that F. E. D. symbolizes by •~ h', denoting thereby the
'"onto''' oftbe cosmological humanloidJ <<species».

~.Q.
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We might also wonder what the emergence of such "'planetary cngineering'" levels of growth of the human
"'social-productive forces'" and capabilities mighl have to do with a possible 'self-continuation' of the
«ar;thmo;»-'consecuum' of 'The Dia/edic g[ Nature' with respect to its 'laxonomy level one' view, already
broached above, viz. [listed below such that only lhe 'meta-meristemal' cosmo-ontological category of each
successive epoch of ""taxonomy level one'" cosmological 'self·mcta-cvolution' is mentioned, neglecting the
accumulating 'cuntulum' of 'hybrid ontos']pre--nuc!ears ~

nuclear sub-atomics ~
atomics --+
mo/ecula~

prokaryotic cellulars

eukarvotic cellulars

--+

~

meta-b/otics ~

anlmal-socletals

~

human-societals ~. . •.

We mean a 'self-continuation' beyond the present, planet Terra ecosphere epoch / ontological category I
«or;lhmos» of cosmological «autokinesis», or 'sel[-meta-evolution', that has "human societies" as its
«monads», 1'0 a possible, consecutively next epoch / ontological calegory / «aritltmos» of the post-human
"'meta-huntiln"', symbolized, by F.~.D., via the '''cosmo-ontological category"'-symbol ~A.h, denoting the
F.E.D.-predicted "'Laxonomy level one'" next irruption ofncw 'cosmo-ontology'.
For more information on lhe above-sketched N'l dialectical-ideographic model of '''taxonomy level one'"
cosmos '''se/(-metu·evolution'''. see the F.E.D. Introductory Leuer, Supplemellt B, Example 3 .• pp. 8-20 to
8 ..22 [link: "ttp:l/'llo"Vt'w.diakclia.orgllrt.lIh"wpdf1F.F_D.%20hlro.%20Ldlcr,%20Soppkmcll%10B-l.%20pp.%1012-12,%2Dv..2.pdr].
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odel as a Whole, from epoch "t - 0 through epoch 't' = 6.

The Human oeisl Formation')
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l;. Empires emergent [ poch of' 'formal domination • by the empires formations]:
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The fSelf-]Growlh of Ihe [IHwnan-]Social fSelf-]Force<!l !!f [Human-Society 1 Hwnan-Social-Relations]
fSelf-[Re- ]]Produclion [I [Sel[-[Re-]]Productivity 1 [,Sel[-Transfonnativity']].
If the above-narrated 'dialectical model of the history of human-social formation(s) is one which appropriates

the Marxian theory of "'social [meta-]evolution''', then the driving force of the 'socio-ontological' epochal
lransitions that it portrays must be"'The Growth o/tlle Social Forces 01Production'''.
Indeed, it is so, implicitly.

The 'self-growth' of the 'self-numerosity' and the 'self-density' of the 'meta-rneristcmal' social-formations
«monads», assumed at every step of this model, as the driving 'self-force' / '" [se/f-]ellergizing principle'" of
every epochal transition, is, precisely, the product of the growing effectiveness, efficiency, and self-productivity
of their 'quanto-qualitatively', 'quanto-ontologically' changing repertoire of human, social-self-reproductive
practices, within every stage. The "'socialforces o/production'" concept does!!!!.! refer only to the [Iabor-]time
! durarional-productivity. and other-inputs-productivity, of human activity with respect to the products, the
"goods"-objects output thereby. conceived atomistically, and in isolation.
Iftbese 'goodf-objeclS' are "good", arc truly "goods", and not "'buds'" - if they truly represent use-value, not
merely from the atomistic, immediate-subjective, "individual! atomized consumer" point of view, but also from
the 'mediate-subjective' point of view of contributing, by their "'(,!!-]productivc consumption', to the
maintenance and advancement of human-«specie.n) social organization, of human-social order, of '''humansocial negative entropv"', or .. , hUf1Uln-social nerentropv'" - then the human-social consumption of such
goods, including by the human producers of such "goods", must both sustain, and add to, productivity of! fOT
further goods production, as produced by those human producers, which, in toto. adds to the self-support
capability of the human population. by 'quanta-qualitatively' advancing the "'human-nature"', the "'objectified
hwnanity.... the "'self-objectified collective human linter-]subiecrivity"', the whumanized nature"', the
ntmeme~pool''', the '"Phenome''' of that, therefore 'quanto-qualitatively' growing, population of such producers.
The Marxian "'socialforces of production'" must, thus, refer to the level! ratc ! scale of the 'quanta-qualitative'
'self-productivity' Q[ humanity. It mW! refer to 'hwnan socio-mass self-[re-Jproductivity'. This self-expanding
'human-social !£-producnon'. and self-expanding 'human-social self-!!i-productivity', should both be
comprehended in a way which encompa'ises the «aujhebem)-conserved "'moment'" of biological
reproduction -- of the [re-]embodimenl of biological·individual human 'subject-ivity', or 'agent-ivity'. These
two concepts should also be comprehended in a way which comprehensively encompasses the '"moment''' of
'econo-psycho-cultural !£-production'. This means the continual, cumulative. self-expanding re-creation of the
human «species))' collcctively "self-materializing" artefactual and "'meme-ic'" [or '''meme-etic'''l"'Phenomic"'], 'elldo-somatically' assimilated, conceptual, spirirual, ethical, aesthetic, and emotional wealth,
as well as our '~-somatie', concomitants and other '"tools''' and accoutrements -- our self-developing
hunwn-natur{e-]aJ "'mentalities'" and '" instrumentalities"', both.
"be growth of this human-social '.fielf.j'orce' of self-expanding 'hurnanity·production' - comprehended as the
growth of the 'self-fa.-]productivitv' of the 'human-social self-forces of buman-sodetv['s] self-expanding,
ID!!Q.-catalytic. '~-poiesie', 'auto-kinesic', self-l.re-lProduction', is manifested by the 'qualo-quantitative'
self-expallsion, and by the physical-spatial 'self-densification', of the populalions of social-formation
«monads)) at every level I 'meta-/ractal' scale addressed by the preceding model narrative! narrativc model.
For an explicit ttQ-idcographical, 'dialectical modef of the 'self-metu-evolunon' of the hwnan-sociol"'forces
ofprodudion"', see the F.E.D. Introductory leifer, Supplemellt B., Example
€.!l. Brietl2.. Mcbt·~lolldolog)·[v.2.07.12.2008]
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6. [forthcoming.]

'SocillJ ForllUltWns " versus Social Relations of Production . The model of the 'self-meta-e olulion'
human social fonnation(s) rendered narrati: el - and in dial tical-ideographical "shorthand" - abo e,
is supplemenfar to th on
hi h arx formulated.
arx' model of the historical human social relations
re olutions ., describes [what F.E.D. tenns] <the historical-dialectical self-meta-evolutions of th human
"social relations of production" as dri en b the growth of the human "social forces of production". The
model set forth abo e owes more to archaeological-anthropological findings accumulated since arx.' lifetime.
But suppose that we reach outside of arx's known writings to define thefirst two Iristoneal epochs of these
[human- ]social relations ofproduction' .
uppose that w take the quusi-ecologicalhuman-social relations of human-social re-production of the foraging
I scavenging / hunting-and-gathering "band" i .. orits "'predation'" technology to be the initial1 -pr dominant
mode of human-social reproduction - charact rizoo by the immediate ~propTiation of"ra "nature with
onI a near- ani bing contribution of human labor to the .. refining . and/or to the refinemen
of such
directl -appropriated natural produc in the sense of refinement for human consmnption. uppo that
take
this _-relation to be the social reLation of proc!lIction characterizin the ~ «QTchb> historical poch of
human-social relaJions ofproduction socia-ontology 'self-meta-e olution'? Suppo • further that e take the
human-social relations of the production [and of the [re-]distribution] ofintra-tribal_oods I obligatory _ifts
as characterizing the second historical epoch of the self-meta-e olution of the human-social relations of
production ontology, involving human-labor-modified, human-Iabor-improved-for-human-use iheper
APpropriation,!D!. proto-human-nature'~ gf ~-proto-humannatur '. gfthe rest of nature.
e then have p r hypothesis the following historical-dialectical self-progression of the aperiodic pisodic,
accelerating 'self-revolutionizations' or 'self-meta-evolutions of the human-social relations of productiOll
ide of human ocio-ontology· dri en b the self-expanding se1f-d elopment of the human-social forces of
production side of human socia-ontology. This so io-ontolo
s ccession is list d belo
uch tha onI the
meta-meristemal .sel(-hybrUf
socio-ontological category °formall dominating each succes i e poch
is mention~ bile neglecting to explicitl exprc th acclUllulatin cll1lUl1.um of hybrid ontos' 0

"raw" APpropriation-relation-+
oods-Iobligatory Gifts-relation ---+
Commodity-IBarfer-relation -+
_oney-ICirculation-relation -+
«Kapitah>-Equity-relation -+
Generalized «Equity»-relation ---+ •.•.
You can explor an explicit NQ-ideographical, dialecti.cal moder of the 'self-~-evolutions' of th human

social relation of production in these terms via the F.E.D. Introduct01Y Letter Supplement B Example 5.
[link: upp!cm nt D Part
a lis cho-Hismrical Model of the Dialectic oC Human 'amrc (,pd.f)1 by scrolling down to
pp..24 through 33. Part m. . of the present Brief [forthcoming] addresses this model in greater detail.
g.Q. Brieff1-2.
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F.g.Q.

iA "Purelv-Objective". "'Subject-Less"'! '" Agent-less'" Dialectic? The above-rendered model is!!.!l1. one
of "'a purely obiect-ive dialectic without subjects / agentS".
The above-rendered model is also not one which naively. after the fashion, and the fantasies. of "rugged
individualist" 'human-biological-individual atomism', takes the individual human as the invariable, irreducible,
trans-historical subject! agent of all of human history. acting in accord vvith 8 fLXed and invariable. rigidly
gcnomica11y-determined "human nature".
This model's subjects, or agents of action, arc "'social-rtdations-of-production'" Itolifms, collectives of human
social individuals, at progressively-advancing levels of '"Phenomic''' self-development, whose concerted and
relationally-varying actions produce the qualitatively, ontologically different consequences seen at each level/layer! scale per this hwnan-made. generic, nomothetic 'model of Itunum history'.
The behaviors and consequences of which "nation-states" are capable diller dramatically, qualitatively.
ontologically, and 'meta-jinitely' from the behaviors and consequences of which multi-city-state "empires" are
capable, which, in tum, differ dr.:lIl1atically, qualitatively. ontologically, and 'meta-jinitely' from the behaviors
and consequences of which multi-village "chiefdoms" are capable, which. in rum, differ dramatically.
qualitatively, ontologically, and 'meta-jinitely' from the behaviors and consequences of which multi-camp
"villages" are capable, which, in turn, differ dramatically, qualitatively. ontologically, and 'meta-fmitely' from
the behaviors and consequenc«::s of which multi-band "camps" are capable, which, in turn, differ dramatically,
qualitatively, ontologically. and 'meta-fmitely' from the behaviors and consequences of which pfolO-human[oid]
"bands" are capable.
We don't find, for example, "bands", or "camps" - or even "villages" or "chiefdoms", for the most part
- producing monumental. architectural works of stone, though some more modest 'megalithic' monuments may
inhere in the 'rcligio-politico-economic' dynamics of the "chiefdoms" «.ar;thmoi».

True, a relativelv stable human genome, and including the psychological predispositions to which that
genome tends to incline each human biological individual. is «aujhehen»-crmserved in each and every one of
the 'socio-me/a-fractaf J'socio-ontological' archaeological layerings and horizons narrated above.
But this genome is also «aujlleben»-conserved within a dramatically different "'phenome"', a drastically
different system of motivation, of rewards and punishments, of positive! negative reinforcement structures and
processes, in each and every 'socio-ontologically' diMinct, human·"'socilll-relations~of-[human~society ! human~
social~relatiolls self-re~]production'" human-social formation narrated above.
The [sentential] subject [and the sentential object. as well as the 'essence~ial' sentential verb Wmoment'" of
that subject~object-idcntica1I, as the content of cosmological, 'dialectical «auto-kinesis»', itself'sel(-evolve{s)',
and 'sel[-meta-evolve(s)', with the sel(~propclLing 'self·progression' of that very 'dialectic', as does, therefore,
that 'dialectic' itself.

~.Q.. f1Ii!:[a
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Supplementary Oppositeness and HlIman-Social Antagonism. The contrasts of human-social ontology
represented by bands vs. camps. by camps vs. villages. by villages vs. chiefdoms. by chiefdoms vs.
city·states. and by city-states vs. empires. belong to that «species» of the «genos» of mutual opposition,
or of mutual oppositeness, which F.E.D. categorizes as "'supplementary oppositions'''.
We may therefore wish to ask: ";,to what degree does this kind of human-social "oppositeness" translate into
human-social, collective-emotional antagonism""
Whatever collective-emotional social antagonism was associaled with the earlier parings, listed above, of
predecessor vs. successor 'contra-thesis' social fomlations ontology. we can at least state. from a
'"psycho-historical''' point of view - from the vanlage of F.E.D.'s "psycho-historical materialism" - that the
direct phenomena, or forms of manifestation, of any such social antagonisms have long since sWlken out of
recent social memory for contemporary human sociely at large, submerging into the depths of the "social
UIICOllscious"; ofthe inter-subjective, socia-historical collective sub-conscious mind ofconremporary humanity.
Therefore, to address this question, we should have recourse to the archaeological literature, to the surviving
ancient~historical lilerature, and even to the ethnographic literature of more-recent or still·extant social
formations that are, in pan, at least, •"living human-socia/fossils'" of our archaic past.
It would be well to survey that literature for signs of such past social antagonisms. It would be well, as well, to
survey that literature for signs of the actual existence of the possible, "possibility-space" social ontology of the
"'hybrid" social formations. A total of fifty-seven such '''hybrid ontos'" occur in the F.E.D. historicaJdialectical clllegory-sumrmation] for the socio-ontological "cumulum" which is also expressed, so compactly,

2·

by the Seldon 'self-re./lexivefllllctioll', [

b] ,which models that dialectic.

Certainly the social antagonisms between individual city·states and multi-eity.state empires, as also
between multi-dty-state empires and mobilized-nomadic, "barbarian" chiefdoms, are still storied in the lore
of the ancient Mediterranean '«c1a<;h of civilizations"', that remains «courOJlt)) for us today.

Transition: From a 'Dialectic of Human Nature' Model to the "'Dialectic oeNature'" Model Entire.
2'

The model expressed by the Seldon Function, [b] . from't = 0 to't - 6. is a ''taxonomy level two"
historical-dialectical model, expressed, per a somewhat-more-complete rendition of the full EIICI'c1opedia

Dialectica notation, by [~b]

2'

.

The "pre-superscript" in the latter rendilion of that model-expression, the '2'

in the • ~" signifies the "taxonomy level 2" location of this model within the 'encyclopedic' «kosmos»-model
overall. Likewise, the associated ''pre-subscript'' in this latter model-formula, the 'h' in the < ~'. specifics that
this model describes an aspect, at least, of what goes on "inside" the "'taxonomy level 1" ontic category denoted
by:.n. The laner ideogramically represents the cosmological "ontological category", or «genoS». of hwnan
societies; the human[oid] «kosmos-gellos». Its component-symbol ''d' refers to the «kosmos» as a whole.
The ontic category denoted '~h" which stands for the «aritltmoi» of the planetary humanities, arises as the
culminating '01110' - so far as we know - within the "self-propelling self-progression" of the "primary level"
model ofthc historical-dialectic of the «kosmos» as a totality - the model for "'The Dialectic 0/Nalure'" as a
2'

whole. This model is posited by lbc FED. 's "level one" Seldon Function,

[:nl , from 1:

= 0 to 1: - 8. 1t

is to the ideogramic elaboration, to the phonogramic narration, and to the pietogramic visualization of the
dialectical ,•• meta-monad%gy'" of the latter model that we next turn.
~.Q.
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